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Abstract

The study aimed to identify the degree of prevalence of parental treatment methods and the level of prevalence of achievement motivation among secondary school students ALardeat province, and the disclosure of the relationship between parental treatment methods and the prevalence of achievement motivation, detecting statistical differences between the mean scores of students Mertie motivation academic achievement and grades low student motivation academic achievement in their grades on parental treatment methods, detection of significance statistical differences in parental treatment methods and the motivation of academic achievement depending on the specialty and grade, and to achieve the objectives of the study were used parental treatment methods scale (Qarni 0.2016) LocalStorage; was used as achievement motivation prepared by Omari in scale (2012 m); the study sample consisted of (447) students were chosen randomly Statistics, moderate degree in parental treatment methods where all the tactics appeared moderately independence / high dependency. And it was arranged (Independence-reliance, dependability Independence - democratic - autocratic, tolerance.
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